OVERALL OUTSTANDING STUDENT OF THE YEAR

ME10308  BHASKAR PRABHAKAR

Under Graduate

Outstanding Students Award 2006-2007 [ Branch Wise ]

1) B.Arch. ARCHITECTURE
   AR10209  HANNAH CHELLA FLORENCE C.

2) B.Tech. CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
   CL10320  PHRABHA SHALINI R.

3) B.Tech. COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
   CS10325  MANAS GARG

4) B.Tech. CIVIL ENGINEERING
   CV10317  IRSHAD AHAMED M.A.

5) B.Tech. ELECTRONICS AND COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING
   EC10337  PRATISH KUMAR K.T.

6) B.Tech. ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING
   EE10308  ARUN PRASAD V.

7) B.Tech. INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL ENGINEERING
   IC10310  ARCHANA S.

8) B.Tech. MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
   ME10339  SARAVANA PRAKASH S.J

9) B.Tech. METALLURGICAL AND MATERIALS ENGINEERING
   MT10308  BANUPRIYA S.

10) B.Tech. PRODUCTION ENGINEERING
    PR10312  IYER ANUPAM NARAYAN
Post Graduate

Outstanding Student Award [ Course Wise ]

DEPARTMENT: MANAGEMENT STUDIES
1) MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
MSA0508 RAMANAN, K.C.V.

DEPARTMENT: CHEMICAL ENG. & INSTRUMENTATION CONTROL ENG.
2) M.Tech. PROCESS CONTROL AND INSTRUMENTATION
CLD0510 PRAVEEN KUMAR T.S.J.

DEPARTMENT: CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
3) M.Tech PLANT DESIGN
CLA0502 INDUMATHI S.R.

DEPARTMENT: COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
4) M.Tech COMPUTER SCIENCE
CSA0507 MASANI PARESH PRAVINBHAI

DEPARTMENT: CIVIL ENGINEERING
5) M.Tech. TRANSPORTATION ENGINEERING AND MANAGEMENT
CVA0507 RESMI R

6) M.Tech. STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
CVB0505 VANI G

DEPARTMENT: CHEMISTRY
7) M.Sc. APPLIED CHEMISTRY
CYA0504 RAMESH S.

DEPARTMENT: ELECTRONICS AND COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING
8) M.Tech. COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
ECA0516 D RAVI KUMAR

9) M.Tech. VERY LARGE SCALE INTEGRATED SYSTEM
ECB0506 SRIHARI A

DEPARTMENT: ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING
10) M.Tech. POWER SYSTEMS
EEA0503 AMARA MANOJ KUMAR
Post Graduate

Outstanding Student Award [ Course Wise ]

DEPARTMENT: CEESAT
11) M.Tech. ENERGY ENGINEERING
ENA0508 VIVENDRAMANI J.

DEPARTMENT: COMPUTER APPLICATIONS
12) M.Sc. OPERATIONS RESEARCH AND COMPUTER APPLICATIONS
CAB0505 LAVANYA H M.

13) M.C.A. MASTER OF COMPUTER APPLICATIONS
CAA0403 R.RANJANA

DEPARTMENT: MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
14) M.Tech. DESIGN AND PRODUCTION OF THERMAL POWER EQUIPMENT
MEA0502 RAJESH M

15) M.Tech. INDUSTRIAL SAFETY ENGINEERING
MEB0504 DHAKSHINAMURTHY V

DEPARTMENT: METALLURGICAL AND MATERIALS ENGINEERING
16) M.Tech. WELDING ENGINEERING
MTA0505 SATHISH KUMAR M.P.

17) M.Tech. MATERIALS SCIENCE
MTB0505 NANDHAKUMARAN M.

DEPARTMENT: PHYSICS
18) M.Sc APPLIED ELECTRONICS
PHA0502 JISHA O.M.

19) M.Tech. NON-DESTRUCTIVE TESTING
PHB0503 LARENCE P.

DEPARTMENT: PRODUCTION ENGINEERING
20) M.Tech. MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY
PRA0506 SREEJA CHANDRAN

21) M.Tech. INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
PRB0512 SATHIS KUMAR K
CASH AWARDS

OUTSTANDING SPORTSMAN 2006-2007

ME10318 M. KARTHIK RAGUNATH

OUTSTANDING SPORTSWOMAN 2006-2007

PR10567 ANNA ELIZABETH KURIAN

RAMESH SAMPATH MEMORIAL AWARD FOR OUTSTANDING CRICKETER OF THE YEAR:

1060079 VIGNESH NAGA A.

ANAND CHIDAMBARAM MEMORIAL AWARD

Tenth Rank Holder in Chemical Engineering:
CI10315 LAVANYA M.

This award is based on the performance from I to VII semester.

PRAVEEN KUMAR MEMORIAL AWARD FOR THE BEST PERFORMANCE IN I YEAR “E” SECTION 2005-06:

EC10550 BHAVATHARINI
(This award was instituted by I year “E” section students of 2000-01 academic year for the best performance in I year E section.)

The prize winners are requested to register their names for receiving the awards during the Institute Day function with any one of the following faculty on or before 19/4/2007 (5:00 p.m.):

1. Mr. V. Arul Mozhi Selvan, Lecturer / Mech., email: arulmo@nitt.edu
(or)
2. Dr. C. Meenakshisundaram, Head of the Department / Humanities, email: cm@nitt.edu